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9-10 Title describes the paper well, introduction is concise a
nd to the point. Topic and problem are identified/introd
uced well, with an understanding of nuances. Aim of p
aper very clear.

Decribes policy properly with much insights.  Supporte
d with external literature. All elements policy covered.

Analysis is to the point (focussed on the researc
h question - RQ), focused on multiple impact di
mensions and covers them in detail. Analysis is
very careful and thorough, and approached with
great care. Analysis is supported with detailed li
terature.

Very well formulated.  Suggestion is in line with
the analysis in the paper.  Draws insights from p
olicies elsewhere. Policy superbly rationalized
with respect to sustainable development

Student's conclusions are highly appropriate an
d drawn logically from analysis. Conclusions ar
e presented with an awareness of the limitation
s of the analysis. Main points clearly summarize
d and placed in a larger context.

Student presents new insight into t
he problem, for example by linking t
ogether literature in an innovative
manner or framing issue in a creati
ve way. Adds something beyond th
e analysis of the cited literature.

The paper is extremely well structured and secti
ons are logically connected. The paper is highly
readable, barely any spelling errors, style and f
ormatting are clear and accessible.

Paper is based on peer-reviewed research/primary literat
ure, reports from respected institutions and/or reliable int
ernet resources. Student demonstrates command of the
literature throughout the paper. Citations are impeccable
and references listed correctly.

8-8,5 Title descibes the paper quite well. Topic is clearly intr
oduced, problem identified well. Aim of paper is clear, r
esearch question well stated, focused and fits scope of
paper.

Policy described, matter of fact. All elements of policy
covered.  Not much but some additional insights

Analysis fits the RQ, covers it in most areas. An
alysis is quite careful and thorough, and is appr
oached with care. Analysis is supported with rel
evant literature.

Well formulated.  Suggestion is in line with the a
nalysis in the paper.  Draws insights from polici
es elsewhere. Policy rationalized with respect to
sustainable development

Conclusions are mostly appropriated and largel
y drawn logically from the analysis. Student is s
omewhat aware of the limitations of the analysis
. Main points are summarized well and placed i
n a larger context.

Student presents some innovative i
nsights into the problem. Some ne
w links are made, issues addresse
d beyond the way in which the cited
literature does.

The paper is well structured, sections are interc
onnected and flow logically from one another.
Clear connections between sections. Paper is r
eadable, spelling, style and formatting are clear
.

Paper is largely based on peer-reviewed research/primar
y literature, reports from respected institutons and/or reli
able internet resources. Student demonstrates knowledg
e of the literature at most times. Citations and reference
s are well done.

7-7,5 Title is fairly descriptive for the paper. Introduction addr
esses main themes of topic, problem identification is a
dequate. Aim of paper and research question are state
d but could be clearer.

Policy described, nothing more. No additional insights. Analysis fits the RQ fairly well and covers it ade
quately. Analysis is careful and fairly thorough,
approached with some care. Analysis is support
ed by some relevant literature.

Well formulated.  Suggestion somewhat is in lin
e with the analysis in the paper.  Draws some  i
nsights from policies elsewhere. Policy somewh
at rationalized with respect to sustainable devel
opment, but with some gaps

Conclusions are somewhat appropriate and are
logically linked to the analysis. Student hints at
awareness of the limits of the analysis, but nee
ds to present them more clearly. Main points ar
e summarized adequately and hints are made a
t the larger context.

Student places the problem in an a
dequate perspective, and adds som
e new insights.

The paper is fairly well structured but needs so
me improvements. Sections are mostly intercon
nected, but flow is not always clear. Connection
s between sections need improvement. Paper i
s mostly readable, but spelling, style, and/or for
matting need improvement.

Paper makes use of peer-reviewed research/primary liter
ature, reports from respected institutions and/or reliable i
nternet resources, but either limited in number or with un
reliable sources mixed in. Student demonstrates some k
nowledge of the literature but tends to cite introductions.
Citations and reference list need improvement.

6-6,5 Title describes the paper, but not completely. Topic is i
ntroduced but not concisely. Problem identification see
ms confused. Aim of paper and research question app
ear but lack focus.

Policy poorly described.  Not all elements covered.  No
t much reliance on external literature.

Analysis touches upon the RQ but goes astray
at times. Covers some areas of the RQ. Analysi
s is at times sloppy and inadequate. Literature s
upporting analysis is lacking.

Poorly formulated.  Suggestion is somewhat in l
ine with the analysis in the paper.  Draws no ins
ights from policies elsewhere .Policy rationalize
d with respect to sustainable development with
significant gaps

Conclusions are only somewhat appropiate and
lack logical connection with the analysis. Stude
nt is overly bold in stating conclusions, mostly l
acks insight into the limitations of the analysis.
Some main points are mentioned, but summary
is vague or wordy. Limited attempts to place top
ic in a larger context.

Student presents an understanding
of the problem, but analysis is large
ly based on that of the cited literatu
re.

The paper is rather poorly structed. Sections la
ck connections and flow is mostly absent. Pape
r is readable at times but spelling, style, and/or
formatting need significant improvement.

Paper lacks in use of peer-reviewed research/primary lit
erature. Some reports from institutions and/ or reliable in
ternet resources, but reliability is questionable. Sources
are limited in number. Student demonstrates limited com
mand of the literature. Citations and references need sig
nificant improvement.

5-5,5 Title barely relates to the subject. Topic poorly introduc
ed, problem identification is lacking, aim of paper uncle
ar and research question poorly formulated. Research
question inappropriate for scope of paper and unrealisti
c.

Policy very poorly descried. Analysis only touches upon the RQ at times, an
d many areas are left untouched. Analysis is m
ostly sloppy and inadequate. Some literature us
ed for support, but mostly inappropriate.

Barely any suggestion and is not in line with the
analysis in the paper.  Draws no insights from p
olicies elsewhere. Policy barely rationalized wit
h respect to sustainable development

Conclusions are largely disconnected from the
analysis, lacking connections with it. Student is
far too bold in stating conclusions, lacks insight
into the limitations of the analysis. Some points
are mentioned, but not clear what are the main i
ssues. Attempts to place topic in a larger contex
t sorely lacking.

Analysis of the problem is complete
ly dominated by the literature cited,
hardly any creative connections ma
de by student.

The paper is very poorly structured. Sections ar
e disjointed, no clear flow between them. Paper
is not very readable, spelling, style and formatti
ng need great improvement.

Paper barely uses any peer-reviewed research/primary li
terature. Reports seem to be largely from unreliable insti
tutions or internet sources. Very limited in number. Poor
command of the literature. Citations and references nee
d great improvement.

Undir 5,0 The title does not relate to the material. Introduction is
too long or convoluted, or entirely unrelated to the subj
ect. Problem is unclear, aim of paper not stated. Rese
arch question is vague or too open. Question is not rel
ated to the appropriate class theme.

Not really described Analysis does not touch upon the RQ, and is se
verely lacking. Analysis largely sloppy and inad
equate. Literature inappropriate for support of a
nalysis.

No new policy Conclusions are completely disconnected from t
he analysis, presenting new ideas that lack foun
dation in the analysis. Student makes bold state
ments, has no insight into the limitations of the
analysis. Summary missing or very lacking. No
mention of the larger context of the topic.

Student depends completely on the
literature cited for analysis and cont
ext, no real added value.

The paper lacks structure. Readability unaccept
able.

Paper lacks academic foundation, sources are largely or
exclusively unreliable and are few in number. Vague ref
erences to material. Citations and references inadequate
.
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